
MORE THAN A VISION
SICK RFID TECHNOLOGY



Wherever you are in the world. Maybe you need better security. Or you are looking for ways to 
improve production quality.  It has become critical to ensure correct labor. You have food products that 
have to pass legal requirements?  Whatever your production needs are you can obtain complete 
system solutions and customized combinations with SICK RFID technology. What’s more, you can 
enhance combinations of identification technologies with additional sensors from SICK’s extensive 
portfolio. And what if your requirements change? No problem. Thanks to modular architecture and 
SICK’s 4D pro concept, their systems are flexible and can be expanded and adapted to any new task.

RFID FOR EVERY MANUFACTURING CHALLENGE

MORE THAN A VISION
Intelligent questions have more than 
one answer. The best technology 
depends on the task at hand.

RFID is particularly well suited to harsh ambient conditions, such as extreme temperatures or identifica-
tion objects under high levels of physical stress. By comparison, optical technologies require visual 
contact at all times in order to detect the code and are therefore more susceptible to wear or contami-
nation.

• No visual contact with the RFID tag required

• Omnidirectional reading

• Reliable use under harsh ambient conditions

• Large distances between reader and object possible

• Short reading cycles and possibility of bulk reading

• Rewritable RFID tags and large storage capacity 1
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RFID IDENTIFICATION TRENDS

TRANSPARENCY AT EVERY LEVEL

Digital change holds advantages and challenges for all industries and 
industrial processes. The advancing automation enables an optimized 
added value, production in Batch Size 1 and individualized mass prod-
ucts. However, this requires transparent production and logistics 
processes as well as a horizontally and vertically networked information 
structure. The vertical networking of data is characterized by its availabil-
ity at all levels of an enterprise. The horizontal integration of data, in turn, 
requires its exchange across location and company boundaries, as well 
as the standardization of technologies that are used in companies.

TRACK-AND-TRACE
In order to achieve optimal process 
flows and consistently high quality, 
object data and goods flows have to 
be fully documented along the entire 
value chain. RFID technology plays a 
key role in this regard. It allows each 
individual object to be assigned a 
unique identity. This enables the 
automated recording of individual 
objects from the parts supplier and the 
producer to logistics and the end 
customer. This allows a high-resolu-
tion image of the value chain to be 
generated in real time
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RFID IDENTIFICATION TRENDS

OUR PRODUCTION LINE NEEDED ACCURATE AND RELIABLE SECURITY 

PROCESSES. TODAY, EACH WORKER HAS A TRANSPONDER ON A KEY RING. IF 

THE INDIVIDUAL WANTS ACCESS TO THE CONTROL PANEL OF A MACHINE, 

THE PERSON’S TRANSPONDER MUST BE VERIFIED. WE HAVE REDUCED INPUT 

ERRORS AND PROTECTED SENSITIVE SYSTEM DATA WITH RFID.

—JOE G., Director of Security, Newport, Virginia

SEAMLESS DATA INTEGRATION

Open, cloud-based systems enable maximum process flexibility and real-time process 
control. For this purpose, data is processed directly in the sensor into usable information for 
higher level systems. RFID devices from SICK can be integrated into the most common 
fieldbus networks at the machine control level using function blocks and simultaneously 
connected to applications at company level and to the cloud via Ethernet. As a result, the 
devices fit seamlessly into existing systems and are prepared for future tasks in Industry 4.0.
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RFID THE BENEFITS OF UHF TECHNOLOGY

CONTINUOUS IDENTIFICATION
WITH ONE TECHNOLOGY

Seamless process transparency as well as traceability of components and products 
along the entire value chain are becoming increasingly important. Until now, this has 
required the use of several technologies: LF and HF RFID solutions for the short range 
as well as UHF solutions for mid range and long ranges. With its UHF product family, 
SICK now offers consistent and cross-company identification solutions.

The UHF RFID technology offers the 
following advantages: 

•  Read ranges of 0 to 10 m

•  Reliable identification despite 
variable parameters (e.g., transpon-
der orientation, extraneous light) 

• No optical line of sight between 
transponder and RFID read/write 
device necessary 

•  Resistant to dirt and extreme  
temperatures (e.g., in painting 
processes) 

•  Simultaneous detection of transpon-
ders (bulk reading) 

•  Global data standards as a basis for 
cross company implementation 

•  Transponder data can be overwritten

SICK offers the right device for 
your application:

•  Compact design

•  Robust device design for 
reliable operation under all 
conditions 

•  Integrated interfaces for field-
buses and Industry 4.0 protocols

•  Wide range of function blocks 
for all common control systems

•  Worldwide UHF radio approvals

•  Additional functions, such as 
direction detection
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CIMTEC - A RELIABLE PARTNER  

BY USING RFID FOR OUR RAW MATERIAL AND PRODUCT TRACKING, 

EACH STEP OF THE PRODUCTION PROCESS IS AUTOMATICALLY READ 

AND RECORDED. THERE ARE NO MORE MISSED ERRORS AND OUR 

PROFIT MARGINS ARE UP BY 15%.

—PRODUCTION MANAGER, Food and Beverage Industry

CIMTEC OFFERS TURNKEY PROJECTS: 
SOLUTIONS, HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, 
ACCESSORIES

We offer not only the right RFID read/write device for every application, but also transponders and addition-
al accessories for connection and mounting. We help you implement proven identification solutions 
throughout your company, CIMTEC assess your situation and designs a solution for your data tracking 
problems. We partner with the best in the industry, Automatech, who will customize your software solutions 
to your exact needs. Our engineers are there for you after the sale and for the life of your machines. Call us 
and speak with an engineer, 877.624.
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RFID read/write devices Transponders, antennas and 
accessories

RFID tags Software by 

CIMTEC Territory
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THE OPTIMAL VARIANT FOR
EVERY APPLICATION

With its RFID read/write devices, SICK offers ideal identification solutions for the most diverse fields of 
application in networked automation. Always in focus: complete transparency, high flexibility and efficient 
system management. In this regard, the special features of the various industries have to be taken into 
account:

•  Conveying technology in factory and logistics automation: reliable assignment of transponders at 
comparatively low speeds and reading distances

•  Tracking in logistics processes: Identification of many transponders at once (bulk identification) and 
acquisition of additional information about the direction of movement of the transponders (e.g., car 
distribution)

•  Transport logistics: identification of vehicles at very high speeds over 200 km/h

Thanks to RFID read/write devices from SICK, a high degree of automation can be achieved in each of 
these processes. The robust design of the devices makes this possible even under harsh conditions in 
factory automation and outdoor applications in a wide variety of industries.

Below, you will find some successful RFID applications:

RFID APPLICATION EXAMPLES

ELECTRONICS
Identification of printed circuit board magazines with UHF-RFID technology

In PCB production, automated guided carts (AGCs) transport the 
empty magazines to the unloader and remove the magazines filled 
with printed circuit boards. This is where the printed circuit boards, 
mostly marked with Data Matrix codes, are assigned to the maga-
zines provided with RFID tags. These are then driven to a ware-
house by an automated guided cart, where the printed circuit 
boards are temporarily stored before further processing in the 
assembly lines. The AGCs and unloading stations are equipped 
with an RFU61x for complete traceability. Thanks to its compact 
design, the RFID read/write device can be integrated in very small 
spaces in vehicles and SMD machines.

Driver assistance systems support manned forklift truck drivers in 
narrow aisle warehouses so that they can approach the next storage 
space quickly and without errors. Rugged and space-saving, RFID 
tags are embedded in the floor of the narrow aisle. On the forklift, the 
RFH620 RFID read/write device reads the tags and the vehicle 
controls stops automatically at the target column of the shelving unit.

INDUSTRIAL VEHICLES
Driver assistance in narrow aisle warehouses by means of RFID positioning
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APPLICATION EXAMPLES
RFID APPLICATION EXAMPLES

Assembly identification in the production process
The use of RFID

The use of RFID makes it possible reliably control and monitor the 
production process. Individual production commands can be triggered 
using the transponder data. The attachment of UHF transponders 
directly on the assembly provides the relevant data if the assembly has 
been disconnected from the workpiece carrier or enclosed by a plastic 
housing. The data is therefore also useful in downstream process steps, 
for example in logistics or the final assembly of several assemblies.

Driver assistance systems support manned forklift truck drivers in 
narrow aisle warehouses so that they can approach the next storage 
space quickly and without errors. Rugged and space-saving, RFID 
tags are embedded in the floor of the narrow aisle. On the forklift, the 
RFH620 RFID read/write device reads the tags and the vehicle 
controls stops automatically at the target column of the shelving unit.

With RFID read/write devices with UHF technology, vehicles can be 
reliably identified in all manufacturing processes in automobile 
production, from car body construction to the paint shop all the way to 
final assembly. The UHF transponder is suspended in the wheelhouse, 
making it possible to clearly identify the vehicle. The transponder can 
be read at all times, even over large distances. Using the vehicle 
identification number on the transponder, an MES (manufacturing 
execution system) provides the desired process information for each 
production step. Or this can be read out directly.

Vehicles can be clearly identified and tracked in the production process. 
From car body assembly to the paint shop and final assembly, it is 
relatively easy as the vehicles are located in guided production lines. 
But on the way to the next stations, e.g. the post-processing and final 
inspection stations as well as parking spaces on the factory premises, 
tracking of the cars is necessary. Different distances to reading devices, 
different reading speeds and missing triggers are challenges in this 
process. However, UHF read/write devices such as RFU65x or RFU63x 
with additional antennas reliably detect the position and direction of 
movement of a vehicle on the way to the post-processing and
final inspection stations as well as on the factory premises. 

Carrier identification on electric overhead conveyors

Car body identification

Vehicle track and trace in the production 
and distribution process
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Automated pallet identification with RFID

To ensure stable and error-free material flow, reliable, rugged sensors 
are required for presence detection, overhang evaluation and height 
measurement of the pallets and their loads. Automatic pallet identifi-
cation solutions that use bar codes or RFID technology support the 
routing information and storage location assignment.

Compact RFID read/write devices, which are optimized for logistics, 
feature an integrated antenna as well as a definable reading field. This 
ensures that RFID tags can be assigned correctly even when objects 
follow one another in quick succession. The devices are compatible 
with 4Dpro and can be integrated into industrial Networks.

The identification of rail vehicles via RFID creates transparency in 
logistics and maintenance processes. The rugged RFU63x RFID 
read/write device reliably reads transponders on moving trains. The 
additional axle sensors make it possible to detect train speed and the 
distance between axles. Measurement results from Wayside Train 
Monitoring Systems can also be assigned to the individual wheel. 
Tendencies can be identified and preventative measures can be taken.

Automated tote identification with RFID

TRAFFIC
Identification of moving trains

WE HAVE MEDICAL BOTTLES THAT HAVE TO BE AT AN EXACT TIME AND TEMPERA-

TURE FOR STERILIZATION, IF THERE IS ANY DOUBT THE ENTIRE BATCH HAS TO BE 

THROWN AWAY. RFID TRACKS AND VALIDATES EACH RACK THROUGH EVERY PROCESS 

AND HAS SAVED US THOUSANDS OF BOTTLES SINCE IT HAS BEEN IMPLEMENTED.

—GREG H., Operations Manager, Raleigh, North Carolina

RFID APPLICATION EXAMPLES
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QUICK AND EASY MOUNTING

SICK offers the appropriate interface concept and accessories for every application. In this way, all RFID
systems from SICK can be installed simply, flexibly and quickly. Predefined parameter sets can be installed
on the SD card of the read/write device via a cloning file, thereby accelerating installation or replacement.
Anyone who needs additional functions can simply program them in the SICK AppSpace eco-system.

RFU61X
Monitoring of an assembly line, PCB production and 
pallet

RFU62X
Data combination of bar code and RFID 

RFU63X
Car body identification in bodyshell construction

RFID EASY TO COMMISSION
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Call a CIMTEC engineer and request a free 
RFID demo or ask a question.

877.524.6832

3030 Whitehall Park Drive  |  Charlotte, NC 28273  |  cimtecautomation.com


